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the numerical solution of classical equations of motion in the time
dependent field of the moving fragments.
This paper aims at supplementing and extending these previous
works by deriving analytical formulas that clearly reveal the structure and form of Coulomb distortions in nuclear collisions.

Our basic

approach is to use first order relativistic perturbation theory.

With

this approach we readily obtain an expression for Coulomb distortions
for an arbitrary space-time dependent charge current.

In particular,

effects due to finite nuclear sizes and expanding (time dependent)
fireballs are easily calculated.

The formula naturally incorporates

multiple, independently moving charged fragments as well.

Therefore,

the Coulomb effects from the combined fields of the projectile and
target remnants as well as the expanding fireball are taken into
To overcome some of the limitations of perturbation theory,
we proceed to recast our results in a non-perturbative (Gamow factor 6 )
account.

form that becomes exact for a single static point charge.

In this

way, quantum effects, that are in fact important only when finite size
effects become negligible, are well approximated in a non-perturbative
way.

Also, the unphysical singularities of the perturbative results

are eliminated by this non-perturbative extension.
The subsequent sections are organized as follows:

In Section II,

simple classical arguments are presented that reveal the qualitative
effect of Coulomb final state interactions.

A dual aspect of the

3

Coulomb distortion is emphasized.
o~,

First~

there is a Coulomb

impulse~

which tends to enhance the positively charged fragments relative

to the neutrals.
0(~),

Second, there is a Coulomb phase space distortion,

which tends to suppress the positively charged fragments rela-

tive to the neutrals,

The competing roles of these two effects is a

recurring theme throughout this paper.

In Section III, we use the
results of an exactly soluble field theoretic model 7 to calculate
rela vistic and quantum effects to

rst order in Za.

The non-

perturbative extension of those formulas is then motivated and carried
out.
n

In Section IV, we apply our formulas to the analysis

-+

In

.1 , the n+ spectra45
rat1o
' , and the n/p ratio 8

collisions.

the

in nuclear

Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section V.

(Note that we use h = c = 1 units and the (ab) = a b~ = a b ~ a·b
~

convent ion.)
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II.

Classical Considerations
Classically, final state interactions lead simply to a change of

variables,

~ (~),

0

from an initial momentum ~ 0 to a final momentum k.
is obtained by integrating Newton S equations as in

The form of ~ 0 (~)
Ref. (3). Once 1o(~) is known, then the single particle inclusive cross
sections, a(~) = d3a/dk 3 , for charged particles can be related to the
inclusive cross ~ection, cr (~) = d3a /dk 3, for neutral particles
1

0

0

via this change of variables as

(2.1)
There are clearly two distinct effects arising from final state
interactions in Eq. (2.1}.
argument of

cr

0

First, there is a momentum shift of the

given by

(2.2)
for ±charged particles due to accelerations or decelerations in the
external Coulomb fields.

Second, there is a change in the density of

states in momentum space expressed via the Jacobian, ~a 3 k 0 /a 3 kl.
This Jacobian will be referred to as the Coulomb phase space factor.
As an instructive example of Eq. (2.1), consider the Coulomb
distortion due to a positive static, spherically symmetric charge
distribution whose total charge is

Zfel

and whose mean inverse radius,

5

( r -l>

, is R. The resulting

the value lejV(O) = Za/R.

For

from the origin, energy conserv

lomb potential
~lei

the origin has

charged particles of mass m emitted

on leads

(2.3)

where kc ~ (2mZa/R) 112 is the Coulomb barrier impulse.

Below kc there

are no classically allowed states for + charged particles.

For a Coulomb

thermal distribution; a 0 (k) a: exp(
2mT), as in the fireball
mode1, 9 and the Coulomb distorted cross sections for~ charged
cles are therefore

(2.4)
where we expanded o±(k) in the last line to first order in Za.
Equation (2.4) illustrates the competing roles of the momentum shift,
op, which increases the cross section of protons relative to neutrons,
and the Coulomb phase space factor, ia 3k0 /a 3k which reduces the proton

j.

yield.

For low momenta. k < lrnf, in the fireball frame, the Coulomb

phase space distortion dominates,and the neutron to proton, n/p, ratio

6

and the ~~~~+ ratio are greater than unity.

On the other hand, for

k > lmT, the Coulomb impulse dominates,and n/p < 1 and ~-~~+ < 1.
This competing effect of the Coulomb impulse and Coulomb phase
space is a basic and general feature that we also find in the
relativistic quantum treatment of Section III.
If the charge density producing the Coulomb field is set in
uniform motion with velocity y1 relative to the fireball source,
then a simple Galilean transformation of Eq. (2.3) gives for~ charged
particles

, (2.5)
where ~ 1 = m~ 1 and to lowest order in Za, the momentum shift is
given by

=

lam

(~ ~ ~1) --~-

~~

-

~11

(2.6)

R

Furthermore, the Coulomb phase space distortion factor is then given by

l/2
(2. 7)

7

where to lowest

the distortion factor is

order~

(2.8)
Evaluating the charged particle cross sections via Eq.

(2.1}~

w~/n+ ratio for a given! in the fireball frame is then given to

first order in Za by

(2.9)

The n/p ratio is given by a similar expression.
were at rest relative to the fireball, then

1 = 0, and Eq. (2.9) is

However, if ~l ~ 0 then the n~/n+ ratio

equivalent to Eq. (2.4).
peaks for pion momentum,

~

If the charge density

~

= ~1 , which corresponds to zero relative

velocity in the charge density frame. This feature is clearly seen in
the Benenson et al. data. 1 On the other hand, fork >> k1 , oD ~ 0,
- +
dominates. In that case,
n /n ~ 1 ~ 2Za/RT,
as derived in another way by Bertsch. 2 While Eq. (2.9) exhibits the

and the impulse term,

~·6£(~).

main qualitative features of the
corrections arise for

1

~- ~ 1

calculated in Section III.

1

n

-

In + data, important quantum

< 1/R.

These corrections are

8

There is another basic effect which may be derived from simple
classical considerations.

Consider a charge density that arises from

a freely expanding thermal source:

, o(t,t) =

=

f d3x d3v
0

00 f(c 0 )

3

f(_y 0 ) o {_c- _c 0 - _y 0 t)

Jd3~o f(~o) Pf(~ - ~ot)

(2.10)

Equation (2.10) describes a freely expanding gas of protons that at
t = 0 were ·distributed in space according to a freezout density,9.
P(_c,t=O) = Pf(~), and a velocity distribution
position.

f(~ )

0 independent of

The remarkable feature seen in the second line of

Eq. (2.10) is that this expanding charge density is equivalent to an
ensemble of uniformly translating freezout densities!

This simple

property allows us to calculate immediately the Coulomb impulse and
distortion to first order from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) as

=

f d3v f(v-o ) 6£(k- - mv-o )
0

~

Za.m
k ---::~::;.;:.,.- ( k 2 + k~) R

(2.11)

and

Za.m

For simplicity, we have assumed f(v)
-0

(2.12)

f(lv-0 !Las for thermal protons>
and approximated the integrations by replacing 1 k - mv 12 in the denomi~
-o
2
2
nators by <!~- m~ 0 i > = k + k~. The thermal a~erage momentum is
=

9

k~

=

Jf(v 0 )(mv 0 ) 2 = 3mT(m/mp)~ where m is the mass

detected

particle~

the

T is the temperature of the proton

~

and mp is

proton mass.
It is clear from Eqs. (2.11)and (2.12} that a finite expansion
rate reduces both the Coulomb impulse and distortion factor.
Physically, this follows from the fact that the time averaged electric
fields are smaller for an expanding charge source than a static one.
For a uniformly translating
be evaluated with the Galilean

fireball~

Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) must

transformed~~~~ ~f'

where

~f/m

is the

em velocity of the fireball.
Finally, for several independent fireball charge distributions
specified by charges

z1,

em velocities

~;/m,

thermal expansion velocities

kr./m, and freezout radii R;, the charged particle cross sections are
1

given to first order by

a±(ls)

= a0 Q){l + oD(J5)} +
~ a 0 (~

+ 6£(~))

o_e(~)·,Ya 0 (~)

D(~)

(2.13)

where we rewrote the first order result in the canonical form. Eq. (2.1 ).
For this multiple fireball case. the Coulomb impulse is given by

op(k)
~'""

and the Coulomb phase space distortion factor is given by

(2.14)

10

1/2
(2.15)

O( k)

It is important to note that Eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) are strictly valid
only to lowest order in Za in the classical, non-relativistic limit.
However, by rewriting them in the canonical form we gain an extrapolation formula incorporating some higher order effects.

In

practice, comparison of the results from the first and second line in
Eq. (2.13) provides a useful estimate of the magnitude of higher order
corrections O((Za) 2) to the first order results. As we show in
Section III, quantum.corrections to Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) arise when

lk
~

~

k.j

-1

<

1/R. for some source i, and relativistic corrections enter
1

for large relative momenta

1..15- ~;I

:2: m,

Nevertheless, Eqs. (2.13)-

(2.15) reveal already the most important qualitative features of Coulomb
distortions in nuclear collisions.
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III.

Relativistic Quantum Analysis
A.

The Single

n%

Inclusive

We calculate now Coulomb distortions within the following exactly
solvable field theoretic model of multi-pion production:

(x)

=

J(iall- eAll(x)) ¢ (x)J2- m~q,+(x)¢(x)

(3.1)

+ J(x) <P+(x) + J*(x)<P(x)
In Eq. (3.1), ¢(x) is the

1r

fi

d operator.

The (c-number) source

current J(x) of the pions is taken as a given function of x related
'll

to the expectation value of the nuclear pseudoscalar current,
<~(x) "~'s

w(x)>.

In addition, the (c-number) electromagnetic field A (x) is generated
'll

by a given nuclear charge current, zlelj (x), via Maxwel1 1 s equations:
'll

lelA (q) =- 4nZa
'll

q2 + 1. e;

..

Of course, the current also sati
qll

j
lJ

(3.2)

j,(q)
ies the continuity equation,

(q) "'0.

This model, Eq. (3.1), was motivated and studied in detail in
Ref. (7) in connection with multipion inclusive
nuclear collisions.

eros~

sections for

For our purposes, we only quote the results for

the invariant single n- inclusive cross section

(3.3)

12
with wk = (k 2 + m 2'lf ) 1 ' 2 ~
production cross

a

'If

section~

is the total negative

n

and the production amplitude is
( 3.4)

The incoming pion wavefunction in Eq. (3.4) satisfies

(3.5)

together with the boundary condition

-ikx

(3.6)

1im
X

0

-++oo

In the absence of final state interactions,

= 0,

A~

w~(x)

= fk(x)

for all times, and JA(k) is proportional to the Fourier transform,

J(k,wk), of J(x,x ).
-

-

In this case, the invariant n- cross section

0

simply measures the modulus square of

iJ(J5,wk)l

as

2
0

2(2n)

J(~,wk)

(3.7)

1T

+

Then cross section is obtained via crossing (k
systems J(k)

=

~

~

-k ).
lJ

(For N = Z

J(-k), and then± cross sections are the same in the

absence of Coulomb effects.)
Equation (3.4) has the simple physical interpretation that the
amplitude, JA(t). to observe a pion with momentum tat infinity in
the presence of a field A (x) is equal to amplitude J(x) to create
11
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the pion at position

x~

*
times the amplitude ~k(x)

to be found with momentum ,...,k

time

that pion

+co.

Equations (3.3)-(3.6) formally solve the problem of Coulomb
distortions.

However, in practical cases, where A (x) describes the
iJ

field due to many independently moving source, 3 Eq. (3.5) can only
be solved numerically.

Since our aim here is to gain analytical

insight into the complex nature of Coulomb distortions, we turn to
perturbation theory.
Converting Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) into an integral equation,
is given to first order in Za by

*

~k

(3.8)

where

o1/J~(x) = 2e jd 4y eiky k~Au(y) ll'IT(y ~ x)

=

~~4 ei(q+k)x
{2n)

{q ) = ( q2
with A-1
'IT

~

(q

8

+

k) 2ek Ail(-q)

'IT

(3.9)

iJ

. )•
m'lT2 + le

To first order in Za, Eq. (3.4) becomes

(3.10)

with the change in the production amplitude given by

14
4

6J(k) = ;~ J(q
(2w}4

+ k)

~

(3.11)

(q + k)

w

We now simplify Eq. (3.11) by noting that Afl(q) in Eq. (3.2) is
a sharply peaked function of qjJ centered at qjJ = 0.

For a static charge

densfty, with a radius R. the current, j (q) "' o

2n o(q ) p(q).

restricts the domain of integration to momenta 1 qj

~

JJ

,•

JJO

. -

~

0

1/R.

On the

other hand, J(q) is a slowly varying function on a larger momentum
scale, -m;r• for nuclear collisions.
So long as 1/R << m'IT • it will be useful to expand J(q + k) in
Eq. (3.11) in a Taylor series about q

0.

=

Expanding to first order

in the gradient of J(k), we have then

6J(k) ~

j ( d4q) 4 (J(k)
= {J ( k )

+

+ q

v

;?J{k)) ~ (q

af--v J ( k )( - i _a_
~ k )}
axv
v

where 61J!* is given by Eq. (3.9).

AJJ(~q)

+ k) 2ek

'IT

jJ

61J!: ( x
-

= 0)

(3.12)

The first term incorporates the

change in the probability amplitude to find the pion at the creation
point xjJ = 0.

The second term incorporates the change in the

momentum density at x = 0 due to the Cou 1omb forces.- This term
1.1

allows some of the off shell pions (k 0 ~ wk) produced by the
source J(~,k 0 ) to materialize after absorbing the necessary four
momentum from the Coulomb field.

In addition, it allows the pion at

the creation point x = 0 to have some initial three momentum k that
~
-o

15
is different from the finally observed

one~!~

in accord with our

classical intuition.
Inserting Eq. (3.

) into Eq. (3.10), we obtain from Eq. (3.3) the

charged pion inclusive cross section to first order in Za and to first
order in the gradient

o±(k)

~
~
~

{IJ(k)l 2 + 2Re/'(k)8J(k)}
3
2{2'IT)
a'IT

cr

0

(k){l

0

0-

0-

+ oD(k)} + oP)k) a[--

cr (k)

'\)

a (k

where o (k,k 0 )
a (k,wk)

J(k) as

0

+ op(k)){l + oD(k)}

(3.13)

0 2
= o'IT IJ(k.k
)! !(2(2'IT).3 ).
-

is identical to the neutral particle cross section in Eq. (3.7).

In the last line of Eq. (3.13) we have expressed o±(k) in the canoni
form of Eq. {2.13) so as to make the physical interpretation of op and
oD immediately clear.

From Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), the distortion factor is given by

= 1611'

Za Re

j

. 4
d \
(2w)

k~j

u

q

and the four momentum impulse is given by

2

(-q)

(k + q) -~ll~-

A

+ iE

(3.14)

(3.15)

These are the relativistic quantum expressions to first order in Za,
which replace Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8)
a det

the Section II.

We turn next to

led study of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15).
Static Finite Size Effects

B.

Consider a static charge density,
j

(x,t)

~ 6

lJ -

jJ 0

(3.16)

p(x)
-

Non-static effects are considered in Section III-C.

The distortion

factor, Eq. (3.14), can then be written as

oD ( k)

= 1r

;a ~(1~)

(3.17)

k

where Bk = k/wk is the speed of the particle, and the Coulomb form
factor is defined as

I~LP)

with

k = ~~~~~

and p(g) = ;d 3x exp(-ig·~)p(~).

(3.18)
In the second line,

change of variables 2 = g/J~I is performed so that
is easily evaluated.

find

Noting that p(g

= Q) = 1

the~~ Q

limit

normalization, we

(~) -+

1

(3.19)

as verif

by direct integration in spherical coordinates.
Comparing to the familiar Gamow factor 6

(3.20)
where n

= ~Za/sk~

space factor, 1

we see that in the

+ 6D(k),

limit!~

becomes identic

Za independent of the form

P(!).

a

to G(n) to first order in

Equation (3020) is the penetra-

tion factor for a static point charge densi
distortion factor

Q the Coulomb phase

• That the Coulomb

nite size density reduces to the point

charge expression follows,of course,from the quantum property that a
particle with momentum k < 1/R cannot resolve the finite size, R, of a
system.
On the other hand, for k > 1/R, finite size

do become

important, and ~ .J, 1. The asymptotic, k >> 1/R, form of'¥ can be
derived from Eq. (3.18) via the following expansion of the pion
propagator:

(3.21)
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With Eq. (3.21), we evaluate Eq. (3.18) in the k

"tI

00

dT

T

p(

0

+

oo

limit as

~ =£

(3.22)

T)

where we changed variables T+2T in the second line and T+I11T in
the last line.

Note that the

iA~(kT)

= iA0 (tT)jej/4TIZa term does not

contribute to the real part required in Eq. (3.18).
Eq. (3.22) appear to order (kRf 3 .

Corrections to

For 1arge k, ~ thus measures the line integra 1 of

p (.~)

a1ong a

A

straight line trajectory
ically symmetric

p(~),

= Q in the direction t. For a spher-

this line integral is, in fact. proportional to

the mean inverse· radius,
spherically symmetric

from~

<

p(~)

r -l > , of the charge density.

Thus, for a

= p(!~!),
(3.23)

where R"'" <l/j~p- 1 •

Thus oD

+

Za/(akkR), which is precisely the

classical form, Eq. (2.8), with k/m replaced by the relativistic
velocity, k/wk.
As an example of the full form of
charge distribution,

~

j(~).

consider an exponential

19

p(x)

-

=

e~AI~ I A3t(8TI)
4

p(_:l) ""A /(q

In Eq. (3.24),

A

2

2 2

(3.24)

+A)

= 2/R in terms of the mean inverse radius R = {r- 1>

The rms radius Rrms = 13:R for this distribution. With Eq. (3.
~(t) may be evaluated via contour integration techniques as

kR

),

(3.25)

1 + (kR)

Eq. (3.25) demonstrates explicitely that for k < 1/R, quantum effects
Unlike the classical expression in Eq. (2.8) for ~ 1 = Q,
which diverges as k- 2 as k-+ 0., Eq. (3.17) diverqes only as k- 1 . Of
are important.

course, this remaining divergence is related to the use of first order
perturbation theory, as is seen by comparing Eq. (3.20) with
1

+ oD(k).

This particular illness of perturbation theory can be

compensated for by replacing 1

+ oD by

G(~6D/~),

which is correct to

first order in Za, but also has the pleasant property of being exact
for a point source.

We will thus treat ±60/n as the effective n

parameter in the Gamow factor in Eq. (3.20).

Since for k << 1/R the

exact distortion factor must reduce to G(rl), and ±60/n- n in that
region, while fork > 1/R, 60 << 1, replacing 1

+ 60

by

G(~6D/TI)

is

very sensible and at the same time eliminates unphysical singularities
arising in perturbation theory,

Therefore, we replace Eq. (3.13) by

20

(3.
Furthermore~

we stress that the exact form of

~

J(~)

is not

crucial.

The only important properties of~ are Eqs. (3.19) and

(3.23).

For most applications Eq. (3.25) will provide an adequate

interpolation formula between the low and high k regions.
As an

aside~

we note that for nonspherical charge densities,

Eq. (3.22) still holds.

The peculiar angular dependence of the line

integral is easily computed in the case of a uniform ellipsoid with
major (minor) axis radii Rz(R1 ).

Then

(3.27)
The form factor~(k,e) for large k is thus (R1 1Rz) 2

where cose = ~·l·
smaller for e

= 90° than for

= 0°, In general, Coulomb distor-

8

A

tions are largest

for~

along the largest linear dimensions of

p(x)
for a particle produced at ,.,.,x =
...,_,.
'

o.

~

Next we calculate the impulse, op \1 (k), for this static model.
Since j (q,q 0 ) = o
J.!,._

cp0 = 0.
given

jl 0

2no(q

0

)

p(q), the energy impulse vanishes,
-

However, the vector momentum impulse in

di~ection ~

is

by

(3.28)

For k
Q

~

0, it is convenient, as in Eq. (3.18), to change variables to

=g/lkl

and use p(g =

Q)

~

Re

1 to obtain

( 3.

d

)

A

By symmetry, only the component of oQ along 1 could survive.
even that component vanishes in the k
"'

~

However.

-0 limit:

( 3. 30)

""0

as verified by direct integration.
On the

hand, for k

~ oo~

we proceed as in Eqs. (3.21) and

(3.22) to obtain

(

31)

where we again changed variables in the last line, and ,.,E = -VA
(x) is
~o"'
the electric field for the static charge densi
along the
ghtA

line

trajectory~=~··

Equation (3.31) is exactly what we would

obtain classically for the momentum impulse in the high momentum limit
by integrating the relativistic Newton's equations.

A particularly important case of Eq. (3.31) is the component of

o~

n = -k. For spherically symmetric densities this is
clearly the only component oQ. This impulse is given asymptotically

-

along k, i.e.,

by

k •o£(k)

"'

--+ :

- k-+oo

1

~"k

00

Re f

jO

d

dT -d A (x = 2k T)
T

0 -

-

1

e1

(3.32)

Note that Jel A0 (0) is simply the potential energy of the particle
at the point of creation, and we recover Eq. (2.6) for

~

1 = Qwith

ek replacing k/m.

As an example of the complete form of o£, consider again the
exponential distribution in Eq. (3.24).

Evaluating Eq. (3.28) via

residues gives

(3.33)

where R = (1/r)

is the mean inverse radius of the charge density.

Equation (3.33) satisfies, of course, the required asymptotic forms
Eq. (3.30) and (3.32).

Eq. (2.6), lo~l
all k.

is

Note that unlike in the classical limit,

bounded by

This boundedness of

lol?l

Zamn.for typical nuclear R.for

,5

op is due

quantum effects.

Eq. (3.25), Eq. (3.33) will be used from now on as a simple
interpolation formula between the k

=

0 and

oo

limits.

As with
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C.

Non~Static

Effects

Having obtai

oD(k} and op (k) for

expressions

v

ic

charge densities, we turn now to study nonstatic effects.
For a charge densi

, p(x), moving uniformly with velocity v , the
-o
four current is obtained via a Lorentz transformation,AJJV (v
-o ), as
(3.34)

Since oD(k) in Eq. (3.14) is a Loretz scalar and op \) (k) in Eq. (3.15)
is a lorentz vector, we could calcul

the distortion factor and

impulse for Eq. (3.34) using this Lorentz tranformation.
However, it is far simpler to recast the expressions obtained for
the static charge densi

es in manifestly covariant form.

purpose, it is convenient to

fine the four vel

For this

ty u of the
],!

charge density as

(3.35)
where

~

= ~/c and

y

0

= (1 - s02 )

/2

In the rest frame of the

charge density, ull = (1,~). To construct the covariant expression, we
.
2
2 1/2
need only note that lf JL 0 = 0, then wk = (ku), 1~1,. ((ku) - m)
and (O.t) • k - (ku)u.

oD(k)

= 'ITZa

(ku)

Then the covariant form of aD from Eq. (3.17) is

(3.36)
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The covariant impulse from Eq. (3.33) is

(3.37)

It is now straightforward to generalize Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) to
the case when j (x) describes several independently moving charge
ll

densities carrying fraction f; of the total charge Z, and with four
velocities, u1, and mean inverse radii, R;·

In this case,

(3.38)

and

0

oP (k)
ll

= Za

I

f.(k- w.u.)
1

w.R.
l 1

1 1 ll

where the energy in rest frame of charge density

(3.39)

has been denoted by

and the magnitude of the three momentum in frame i has been denoted by

(3.41)

Equations (3.38) through (3.41) describe Coulomb distortions generated
by an arbitrary number of independently movi
ments.

static charge

frag~

For nuclear collisions, these charged fragments are the

jectile and target fragments and the fireball.

pro~

However, in addition

to their relative motion, each of these sources has some internal
excitation energy that will lead them to expand or evaporate in time.
We must therefore also incorporate the non-static effect due

such

expansions.
For nuclear collisions, the expansion velocities in the fireball
rest frame are nonrelativistic (vT < 0.3c).

Therefore, Eq. (2.10)

can be taken to describe the charge density in the fireball rest
frame.

The fireball distortion factor can then be calculated as in

Eq. (2.12)

(3.42)
where we approximated the integral by evaluating oD at a mean thermal
value of the relative energy and momentum.

To determine the best

I

choice of <wk> T and ( k'>p note from E.q. (2.11) and (2.12) that thermal
averaging is important only for low relative momenta, k < kT.

The

main effect of the thermal averaging is to reduce the magnitude of oD
for
k

~

k

~

0.

We will therefore choose

<w~>T

and< k'>T such that the

0 limit is correctly given by the approximate form in Eq. (3.42).
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If the velocities
relative momentum,
1~1

+

o.

Yo

are so low that the Lorentz boosted

'>T , in Eq. (3.42) is small compared to 1/R as

then'¥~ 1 ·and

(3.43)
where eT

=

<I/s>- 1 is the mean inverse thermal velocity. Comparing to

Eq. (3.42). we
<wk> T- ST

s~e

I

that we should chose (wk)T and (k 1 )T such that <ki>T/

as k- o.

The mean Lorentz boosted relative energy.

is of the form (y 0 (wk +

!o·~)>T

< wk>

r

= yTwk in terms of the observed particle

0 for thermal f(v-o ) = f(-v-o ). and yT is
the mean lorentz boost Y factor. The mean magnitude of the momentum

energy.

Note that we used(R~o >T

=

}Tis then approximately related to <w~>Tvia (k' )T = (<w~>~- m2 ) 1 / 2 +
2 1) 112m as k + 0 • Th ere f ore, 1"f we c hose YT = (I -aT2 )-I/ 2 •
( YT-

(k'

then the approximate form in Eq. (3.42) reduces to the correct limit
as

1~1 +

For a Boltzmann distribution of protons at a temperature T,
ST = ((n/2)T/mp) 112 and this prescription leads to

Yr

0.

=(I - (u/2)

T/mp)-

112

(3.44)

The fireball distortion factor is thus

(3.45)

where in the last line we have expressed oDf in covariant form by
introducing the

reball center

mass four velocity uF.

Comparing eq. (3.45) to Eq. (3.36), we see that thermal averaging
can be simply approximated by replacing (ku) by r 1 (ku) where Yr is given
by Eq. (3.44). Therefore, the Coulomb distortion and impulse for
several independently moving fireballs with temperatures Ti is given
by Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39), where the relative energy and momentum in
the rest frame of fireball i are now given by

(3.46)

I

1

k.=(w.
1

1

2

2 1/2

( 3. 47)

~m)

Equations (3.38), (3.39), (3.46) and (3.47) specify the
ingredients necessary to calculate Coulomb distorted cross sections
for nuclear collisions via Eq. (3.

).

In the next section we apply

these formulas to recent pion and nucleon inclusive data.
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IV.

Applications
A.

Coulomb Distorted Fireball Model

As a working model for the charge, velocity, and temperature
distributions as well as the inclusive cross sections in nuclear
collisions, we wfll use the fireball model. 9 For a given impact
parameter b, the number of participant NF(b) and spectator,
Np 1 (b) +

NT,(b)~nucleons

are determined using straight line geometries.

The charge carried by the projectile and target fragments are then
(Zp/Ap) Np,(b) and (ZT/AT) NT,(b), where Zp• Ap, ZT' AT are
the initial projectile and target charge and nucleon numbers,

The

charge on the fireball is given by

( 4' 1)

The fireball velocity and excitation energy per nucleon, E*(b), are
determined by energy-momentum conservation. 9 Cooling due to pion
production is taken into account via Kapusta's formula 9

(4.2)
with T0 -100 MeV.

The projectile and target fragments are given 8 MeV

of temperature unless otherwise specified, in accord with observations from projectile fragmentation studies,

From energy-momentum

conservation, this small internal excitation energy requires that the
projectile fragment slows down by
fragment speeds up by
velocity.

-~v~

~v

- {3T/2MN) v

0

and the target

where T ~ 8 MeV and v0 is the projectile
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The
R;

radii~

Ri' in Eqs. ( 38, 3.39) are taken as the rms radii,

1.2Nt/ 3 fm, corresponding to normal nuclear density.

=

We deliber-

ately use the rms rather than the mean inverse radii because the
observed particle at the freezout time, t = 0, is most likely found at
a radius 1~1 ~ Rrms rather than 1~1 = 0.

Thus, the ini

tial energy of the particle (see Eq. {3.32)) is

al poten-

~Za/Rrms'

which is

significantly smaller than the potential at the origin, Za(l/r>.

We

also consider 20 percent variations of this rms radius to test
sensitivity of results to initi

conditions.

Finally, for the neutrals cross section in

fireball rest

frame, we take

(4.3)
with wk = (k 2 + m2) 112• For impact parameter averaged cross
sections we approximate by calculating with b
impact parameter, which maximizes b2NF(b).

=

b*, the most probable

Note that in computing Coulomb effects via Eq. (3.
principle to specify the off-shell form of

cr 0 (~ 0 ,~)

L we need in

for k0

This is because relativistic quantum effects in Eq. {3.
.sP 0

~

o.

~ ~

m2 •

) can lead to

However, in the spirit of the fireball model, where all

particles are assumed to be
dependence of

on~she11,

we will neglect any

off~she11

k0

• This is done by replacing k0 by wk in the

fireball frame,as in Eq. (4.3).
culated in the fireball

Therefore, only the !hree momentum shift,
ame>will be considered here.
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-

B.

'If

.
hr + Rat10

The fir
data on the

'If

application of our formulas will be to the Benenson et a1. 1
+
. f
rat10
or e Lab = 0@ • The main features we want to

explain are (1) the sharp peak near the projectile

rapidity~

Yp, (2) the

asymmetry of the ratio for y < Yp and y > Yp, and (3) the monotonic
decrease of w- /w + at large y >> Yp as a function of decreasing
bombarding energy.
~ '~~'

Figure I displays the data for Ne + NaF
and (b) 164 MeV/nucleon.
cated by the symbol B.

fireball~

~

383

The solid curves are the results of the
The symbol F locates the rapidity

p• locates the rapidity of the excited projectile

and T' locates the rapidity of the excited target fragment.

fragment~

With Eqs. (4.3) and (3.
momentum

for (a) EBeam

The rapidity of the incident beam is indi-

Coulomb distorted fireball model.
of the

~

~

), the w-/n+ ratio for a given pion

in the fireball frame is given by

(4.4)

where w~"'" ((~

+ oQ,(~))2

+

m;)l/ 2 ~ and the three mome:_ntum oJJ{ls) and

oD(ls) are calculated from Eqs. (3.38), (3.39), (3.46) and (3.47) using
the values of the four velocities u1 and k in the

reball frame.

In

Eq. (4.4) we have explicitly neglected possible off-shell effects through
op (k) as discussed below Eq. (4.3).
0

For~

corresponding to the velo-

city of the projectile (in the fireball frame), the projectile fragment
con

ibution to oD(k) in Eq. (3.38) dominates, and oD(k), wZpsa/13Tps·
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project i 1e form

However~

and the contribution of the

fire~

ball and target remnant to cO lead to 20 percent corrections to this
simple formula.

Including all terms, we

nd that exp(2oD)

~

10 for

the 383 MeV/nucleon case.

The average impact parameter we use is

b*

=

= 3.42

fm such that Zpo

1:

6.4, ZF

= 7.2,

Rpo =RT' = 2.8 fm,

On the other hand, near the projectile rapidity, the impulse

RF = 2.9 fm.

is dominated by the target fragment and the fireball as seen from
Eq. (3.39).

Therefore, 6p

~

Zpa/RT + ZFa/RF

~

7 MeV/c.

The term in

the brackets in Eq. (4.3) supresses the~~~~+ ratio due to this
momentum shift

a factor exp(

MeV/TF).

In the fireball model

TF = 26.8, 45.6 MeV for EBeam = 164, 383 MeV/nucleon respectively.
for 383 MeV/nucleon, ~-~~+(y = yp,) ~ 0.9 x 10

=

Thus,

9 as seen in Fig. Ia.

Note that because Ne + NaF is a symmetric system, the ~-~~+ ratio is
symmetric about the fireball rapidity Yf·

Thus, our formulas also

predict a peak at y = yT, identical to the one at y = Ypo·

On the

other hand, there is no peak at the fireball rapidity due to the high
radial expansion vel

ty of the fireball.

fireball contribution to 60.

This expansion limits the

Note also that the magnitude of

the asymmetry above and below Yp1' due to the multiple charged

ag-

ments, is correctly predicted in our model.
To test the sensitivity

the resul

to the initial conditions,

the initial radii were reduced by 20 percent.

The dotted curve in

Fig. Ia indicates that the peak height was thereby increased
-20 percent.

We note that the peak height has a complicated

dependence on all the variables as seen via

( ~:)max ~ exp 12 oD(k*)~2 (~:) opfk*)
F
w

I

(4.5)
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where k* is the pion momentum in the fireball frame corresponding to
zero relative momentum in the projectile frame.
asymptot1c value of n /n + for y
0

-

exp!-

'IT: 'IT

Y»Yp•

>>

Finally, the

yp is given by

L(ZT,a. + ZFa. + ZP,a)]
TF

+

where we used w - w

RT'

RF

( 4.6 )

I

p

0 in this limit. This is
similar to the formula obtained by Bertsch 2 except that we include
~

2op and oD

R

~

the momentum shift due to the projectile and target fragments as
well.

While there is good quantitative agreement between the full

calculation and data at y
reached.

~

1.4, this asymptotic form has not yet been

Comparing Figs. I(a),(b). note also that the high y ratio is

decreasing at lower beam energies because TF is decreasing.
Finally. we show in Fig. II the angular dependence of the

'IT-/'IT+

ratio for pion momentum plab = 100 MeV/c, below the projectile velocity,
Plab = 130, at the projectile velocity, and plab = 160, above the
projectile velocity for the 383 MeV/nucleon case.

As seen from Fig. II,

the expected angular spread of the Coulomb effect is small,

~elab ~

10°.

Thus the 'IT~/~+ peak is sharply peaked in the forward direction.
We emphasize that the good agreement of our calculations with the
data indicates that quantum effects are well described via the
generalized Gamow factor in Eq. (3.26).

In the region of the peak,

perturbation theory cannot be used because oD > 1. Neither could a
classical ca1culation 3 describe this long relative wavelength

regime.

The non-perturbative extension via Eq. (3.26) provides a

simple quantitative formula that is seen to describe this nonperturbative quantum region well.
C.

~

+

Spectra and Coulomb Focusing
+

The second application of our formulas is to the ~ inclusive
data on Ne + NaF at 800 MeV/nucleon. 4 The ~+ invariant cross
section is given from Eqs. (3.26) and (4.3) in the fireball frame by

+ ~w I T

-

a

with
and

l

2cD( k )

l

(4. 7)

+(k) = a wke +k F 2oD(k)
~
e
- 1

w;

being the shifted ~+energy as given below Eq. (4.4),

oe(~)

and

oD(~)

are determined as before.

The normalization
constant a is chosen by fitting the peak value of the n+ data 4 at
ecm = 90° and p1 = 60 MeV/c.
Figure Ilia shows the contour plot of the generalized Gamow
factor, the bracketed term in Eq. (4.7).

The charge distribution of

the three charged fragments for this reaction is characterized by the
following parameters:

Zp' = ZT, = 6.4, ZF = 7.2, Rp' = RTo = 2.8 fm,

RF = 2.9 fm, b*= 3.42 fm, NF(b) = 14.3, Tp, = TTa = 8 MeV, Tf = 67.4 MeV,
Yp' - Yf = Yf - YTo = 0.59.

From Fig. Ilia, this phase space factor

is seen to reach a minimum at the rapidity of the projectile and
target fragment.

That value is 0.28.

phase space suppression is 0.68.
approaches unity.

At the fireball rapidity, the

For larger p1 , this factor
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In Fig. IIIb, the

no

invariant cross section,

units of barns/(sr·GeV 2 ) in this fireball model.

a

n

o

The

is plotted in
cr

n

o

is

peaked at y = yF = 0 and p1 = 0 and is isotropic in the fireball frame.
In Fig. IIIc, aw+(k) from Eq. (4.7) is shown in the same units.

We

observe that as a result of the large phase space suppression for
p1 < 30 MeV/c in Fig. IIIa, the
p1

-

60 MeV/c.

n

+

spectra peaks broadly at finite

Near the projectile and target rapidities there is a

substantial suppression of the

+

0

yield as compared to the w yield in
accord with the results of section IV.B. Comparing to the data 4 in
n

Fig. IV(a), we see that the magnitude and location of the broad peak
is in good qualitative agreement with the observed spectra in the mid
rapidity region.
We have also varied the amount of charge in the three fragments by
chasing different impact parameters.

For b = 6.4 fm,ZP, = ZT 1 = 10,

ZF = 0, corresponding to perfect transparency, we find as in Fig. I
of Ref. 3 that this charge distribution only leads to a ridge at y = 0
peaked at p1 = 0.

For very central collisions or high opacity 9 we

studied b = 2.12 fm 9 for which Zp• = ZT' = 3.8 and ZF = 12.4.
case the phase space suppression at y = Yp• = yT was 0.45 9 a
tial change from 0.28 in Fig. IIIa.

In that
substan~

However, the suppression at y = yF

and p1 = 0 was 0.64, a value very close to 0.68 in Fig. Ilia. Thus, while
the projectile and target rapidity regions were strongly affected by
this variation in the charge density. the mid rapidity fireball region
was insensitive to this variation.

This insensitivity of the mid

rapidity region to increasing the fireball charge is due largely to
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the high expansion velocity of the fireball that limits the fireball
contribution to oD.

The projectile and target rapidity regions are,

on the other hand, quite sensitive to charge variations because of the
much lower excitation energies (T

~

8 MeV).

From these studies it is clear that the high thermal expansion
velocity

the fireball must be incorporated in calculating

Coulomb effects.

The greater sensitivity to the mid rapidity charge

distribution via the parameter
this expansion rate.

a

in Ref. 3 is due to the neglect of

This point is mentioned but not emphasi

in

Ref. 3.
Next, we discuss the sensitivity
production model, Eq. (4.3).

the

n

+

bump structure to the

In particular, consider the width of the

bump as a function of rapidity at p = 60 MeV/c as defined by the
1

a+

= 1.4 contour line in Fig. IIIc. The total rapidity width of

~

this contour is

~Y-

0.6.

Comparing with Fig. IIIb, it is clear that

this width is simply a reflection of the width
distribution at p = 60 MeV/c.
1

the thermal

Therefore, the precise form of the

bump depends the production model quite sensitively.

To emphasize

this point more clearly consider the difference between the ~+
spectra at 400 MeV/nucleon and 800 Mev/nucleon in fig. IV.

While at

-

800 MeV/nucleon, Fig. IVa, there exists a bump structure, no such bump
is observed at the lower energy.

This is a key observation of Ref. 4.
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If we apply the fireball model to the lower energy data, then the
predicted w+ spectra is found to have almost the same bump structure
as in Fig, IIIc,

The only way we can account for the absence of the

bump at lower energies is that the clearly visable and

non~isotropic

33 resonance decay dominates the production dynamics. Therefore,
for a fixed p1 = 75 MeV/c the cross section has a minimum at y = yF

.ll

in contrast to a maximum that is always found in an isotropic
distribution,

reball

The crucial point is that Coulomb distortions lead to a

bump at y = yF, p1

"

0 only if the undistorted

~

has a maximum at y = yF!

cross section

In the 400 MeV/nucleon data this condition

is clearly not satisfied. The only effect of Coulomb distortions in
this case is to suppress the low p1

~

+

30 MeV/c w yield.

At

800 MeV/nucleon, the fireball contribution to the~+ yield can be
disentangled from the

6

contribution,

Thus, the condition for the

creation of a bump is satisfied,
For the Ar + Ca system 5 studied in Ref. (3), the fireball
contribution is also visable, and hence Coulomb distortions lead to a
bump at finite p1

,

Our calculations for this reaction are qualita-

tively similar to those of Ref. 3.

However, the V structure of the

bump is not reproduced in the fireball model.

We do find,though,very

little sensitivity of the bump structure to variations in the charge
distribution. i.e •• insensitivity to b*,which was also found in the
Ne + NaF case.

Again this insensitivity is due to the high expansion

velocity of the fireball.

For a quantitative explanation of the bump

structure a much better model for the production dynamics is required,
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We conclude by emphasizing that Coulomb distortions lead
structure under the condition that
for fixed p1

•

a bump

1 has a maximum at y = yF

o~o(y,p )

Furthermore, the details of that structure are

determined mainly by the production dynamics and not Coulomb final
state interactions.
D.

The n/p ratio
The calculation of the Coulomb effects on the n/p ratio for Ne+U

is complicated by the following factors; 1) the initial n/p ratio in
the projectile and target differ greatly, (n/p)Ne = 1.0, (n/p)U = 1.6,
2) composite fragment production plays a major role in the reaction
with up to 2/3 of the protons with energy >20 MeV ending up in light
composites,lO,ll 3) the neutrons and protons are measured in
separate experiments at different beam energies, 4) for nucleons with
lab energy

~30

MeV, the target remnant evaporation products compete in

yield with the mid rapidity fireball products.

All four of these

factors lead to a complex angular and energy dependence of the n/p
ratio even without Coulomb effects.

It is clear that for a

quantitative comparison with data a rather sophisticated calculation
is necessary.
Since our purpose here is to gain insight into the qualitative
effects due to Coulomb final state interactions, we will continue to
study the naive fireball model.

However, to include the qualitative

effect of composite formation on the n/p ratio, we
llow the method
proposed by Stock: 10 If N, Z are the total neutron and proton
numbers in the fireball and if z8 is the total number protons bound
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in isospin I = 0 composites, then N -

z8

number of free neutrons and protons.

The~e

and Z -

z8

are the final

free nucleons are then

distributed in the fireball frame as

(4.8)

(4. 9)

where G(oD/-rr) is the generalized Gamow factor as in Eq. (4.7), and
o~

and oD are computed as before.

To take into account the differ-

ent beam energies for the neutrons and

protons~

the temperature in

For Ne+U?n+x at 337 MeV/nucleon, 8
T = 37.8 MeV~ while for Ne+U?p+x at 393 MeV/nucleon 11 T = 42.2 MeV,
Eqs, (4.8) and (4.9) must differ.

in our model.
For the calculation of the Coulomb distortion we took tr= 6.2 fm,
ZF = 19, ZTu = 80, Zpu = 3, RF = 4.2, RTu

= 7.1, Rpu = 2.2 fm.

The n/p ratio calculated this way is shown in Fig. V for the case

z8

= 0, i.e., no composites.

The dashed-dot curve shows n/p in the

fireball model with Coulomb effects turned off.

The-energy dependence

arises solely from the different temperatures for the neutrons and
protons, and the magnitude is determined both by the N/Z = 1.36 ratio
in the fireball and the temperature difference.

The dashed curve

shows the effect of the phase space distortions, oD
but with no momentum shift,

oQ

= 0.

~

As seen from Fig.

0, for protons,

v.

there is
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an appreciable phase space distortion below 30 MeV in the lab.
example, for Elab

=

20 lVleV, elab = 30°, G(o0/1r) = 0.67.

For

Note that,

the phase space suppression of protons is nearly isotropic, as

G(oD/n) = 0.70 for 90° at th

same energy.

This near isotropy of

the Coulomb effects in the lab is due to the cold, high Z target
remnant and to the fact that the fireball contribution is reduced
due to the high expansion velocity.
The full curves show the n/p ratio with both oD and
included.

6Q

Comparing the dashed and solid curves, we see that the

Coulomb momentum shift reduces the n/p ratio at high energies where
the gradient of the cross section is the largest.

Because the target

remnant has the greatest effect, it is the gradients in the lab frame
that matter the most.

Thus the 90° yield, which falls off much more

rapidly than the 30° yield in the lab frame, has the largest reduction of the n/p ratio due to this momentum shift.

Above 100 MeV, the

Coulomb distortions are dominated by cQ and reduce n/p by a factor
-exp(-ZTa/RTT -ZFa/RFT) ~ 0.6,
While the data 8 are also shown in Fig. V for comparison, we
cannot draw any conclusions at this stage about the apparent agreement
or disagreement between the solid curve and the data.

We have not

adequately included into these calculations the many complex factors
mentioned before.

For example, from Ref. (11) it is known that up to

2/3 of the protons with Elab > 20 MeV are bound in light
sites.

Thus,

z8 tz-

compo~

2/3 in Eqs. (4.8), (4.9). With such a large
the n/p ratio is enhanced 10 by a factor (N-Z 8 )/(Z-Z 8 ) x Z/N = 1.5

z8,
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relative to the case z8 = 0 plotted in Fig. V. Including this
effect would thus shift all calculated curves up uniformly by this
factor in Fig. V.

Therefore, composite fragment production

affects

the n/p ratio at least as much. if not more. than Coulomb distortions.
Our aim here was simply to calculate the magnitude of Coulomb
effects.

We find that distortions of the n/p ratio for Ne + U due to

Coulomb final state interations alone are on the order of 50 percent.
and hence cannot be neglected in

ture calculations.
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VI.

Concluding Remarks
With the formulas obtained in Section III, we have been able to

provide analytical insight into several
data on nuclear collisions.

uliar features of current

The primary value of these formulas is in

obtaining a quick estimate of the effect of Coulomb final state
interactions for the complicated
nuclear

lisions.

In

non~static

arge currents arising in

icular, the regions of momentum phase

space where Coulomb effects are important can

readily found.

Our

formulas also provide a natural bridge between the rel
vistic.
quantum and classical domains. Thus, the ~~~~+ data 1 at
+
4,5
y = Ype' p1 = o and the~ data
at y = yF, p1 - mn/2
could be treated on the same footing.

One general conclusion is that the projectile and target
fragmentation regions are much more sensitive to the actual charge
distribution than is the mid-rapidity
that this is due
participant

reball region.

We have shown

the high thermal expansion velocities of the

rebal1) nucleons, as opposed to the much slower

expansion v ocities of the spectator (projectile and target fragment)
nucleons.

Thus, to use Coulomb effects to learn about the true charge

current in nuclear collisions, it is more profitable to study the
fragmentation regions.

Furthermore~

the charge current than the protons.

pions are a much cleaner probe
This is because composite

formation and target and projectile evaporation strongly affect the
proton spectra.
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Finally, we note that our formulas are easily generalized
Coulomb distortions of light composite spectra.
of our fireball
space

factor~

treat

A fruitful extension

culations would be to incorporate the Coulomb phase

oD, and the momentum shift, oQ, into the generalized

firestreak mode1~ 9 which includes composite formation.
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Figure Captions:
I. The~-~~+ ratio at elab = 0° as a function of rapidity
Ylab = 1/2 lnKl+v'IT)/(1-v'IT)j. The reaction 1 is Ne+NaF.,.~± at
(a) 383 MeV/nucleon (square points) and (b) 164 MeV/nucleons
(solid dots).

Solid curve shows Coulomb distorted fireball model

results, Eq. (4.4).

Rapidities of the beam B, projectile frag-

ment P1 , fireball F, and target fragment T1 are indicated.
Dotted segment in (a) shows sensitivity of results to 20 percent
redu

ion of initial radii.

II. The expected angular distribution of

the~

-

/'IT + ratio for

Ne + NaF.,.'IT - /'IT + at 383 MeV/nucleon for fixed pion lab momenta
near the projectile rapidity region.
III. Contour plot as a function of (y,p1

)

of a) the generalized Gamow

factor in Eq. (4.7), b) the ~ 0 invariant cross section (barns/
sr. GeV 2}, and c) the 'IT+ invariant cross section, Eq. (4.7}
+

for Ne + NaF.,.'IT at 800 MeV/nucleon.
IV. Contour plot 4 of measured invariant 'IT+ cross section for
Ne + NaF at (a) 800 MeV/nucleon and (b) 400 MeV/nucleon.

A

useful gauge of the uncertainties of these contour lines can be
obtained by comparing these plots to the published ones in
Ref. (4) using the same data base.
V. The ratio of invariant neutron to proton cross section for
Ne+U~n+X at 337 MeV/nuc1eon 8 and Ne+U~p+x at 393 MeV/
nucleon. 11 The dashed~dot curve is the expected n/p ratio in
the fireball model without Coulomb effects.

The dashed curve
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includes effects of the Coulomb phase space distortions
in Eq. (4.9).

G(oD/~)

The full curve includes also the Coulomb momentum

These curves are for the case z8 = 0,
i.e., no composite production. In this model, Eqs. (4.8. 4.9),

shift

6Q

in

• (4.9).

composite production shifts all curves up by a constant factor.
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